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Family History-Common Questions 

 Were there a lot of cousin intermarriages in the family? 

 Do you remember if the family had any unusual rituals or customs ? 

 Was there ever a mention of special customs while cooking ?  

 Do you know what type of work the family was in? 

 Was the family religious? Did they always go to Church on Sunday? 

 Did anyone from the family ever light candles on a Friday Night or once a year ? 

 Did the family ever celebrate a special meal on Friday Nights? 

 Was there ever a specific day of the year that only white would be worn? 

 Did they ever fast on any day ( not a Catholic Holiday ) ? 

 Was there a shawl placed around the shoulders of a couple being married ? 

 Did anyone have a custom of washing hands frequently? 

 Do you recall if anyone ever touched or kissed the right side of the doorway? 

 Did you ever see Jewish  symbols on anything from the family?  

 Did anyone mention that sometimes the children were not baptized? 

 Do you know the name of the family Village in Spain or Portugal ? 

 Do you have any old Letters ? 

 



What is the objective of your 
search? 

 Unlike other genealogical work, there might be different objectives to the search for 
Jewish Roots in Catholic Records. These are varied reasons such as : Hitting a roadblock in 
a conventional Jewish Family and suspecting there was intermarriage in a Church in a 
different country  

 Wanting to find the Jewish Ancestry for Cultural Reasons ; because someone wants to 
know what their past history is. Perhaps a DNA test revealed Jewish ancestry 

 Others want to know for religious reasons because they want to prove the Jewish Lineage  
of someone marrying into a family 

 More often than not , the search will come from a person who is not currently perceived 
as Jewish and wishes to find their lineage and return to the Jewish Religion without 
having to convert formally.  

 If that is the case , a clear understanding is required of what lineage will be accepted by 
the Synagogue or Rabbi that you are speaking with. In more traditional Judaism, it is the 
maternal lineage only. In other branches, the paternal is accepted as well. You should ask 
all the questions early on and before  undergoing this search as it is lengthy and detailed 
and you want to be certain you are on the right path. In my case, I only researched a 
maternal lineage. 



The challenge of converso names 
 Name changes took place in the Iberian Peninsula as a way of insulating families 

from the Inquisition  

 A family would take on or buy  an old Christian Spanish Name.  

 A priest would give a person a name that was randomly selected  

 New Chrisians were given topographic names of flowers, trees, and animals or 
even bridges ,villages were used. 

 Having a typically Converso Jewish surname is not enough to assume that one 
descends from a Jewish Lineage. It is a good starting point but a lot can happen 
in 500 years 

 The most important item to note is that the surnames that your family has today 
will usually be very different from those in 1492   . If your surname remained 
intact for 500 years , then it was probably brought down from a paternal and not 
a maternal lineage 

 In my own search, I found that the first names rarely changed . 

 The surname was taken from the Mother or the Father. Sometimes the fist names 
of the grandparents were used as surnames  

 Great care must be taken to ensure the name was not changed and forged and 
you are chasing up the wrong tree 

 



Documentation you are looking to have and 

complete on each person you find  

 Birth Certificate 

 Baptism Certificate if there was one  

 Marriage Certificate 

 Death Certificate 

 Any notarial records that were found relating to the name 

 All references found on the internet and Sephardic   
Genealogy sites as to the “Jewishness” of the last name 

 Folkloric information such as occupation, special skills , 
musical or artistic talent, newspaper clippings 

 Pictures of the person 

 Inquisition references to the last name 

 



Forged Records showing names 
written over each other 



Best sites for names only research 

www.nameyourroots.com 

www.sephardicgen.com 

 



Possible searches to find a historical Jewish Context of the name 

Ramos must be done in several languages to access different data 

bases. Spanish, English, Portuguese and French are shown  here 

• Ramos Judio converso  

• Ramos nombre Judio 

• Ramos converso Jew  

• Ramos jewish name  

• Ramos Spanish Inquistion  

• Ramos Inquisicion, 

• Ramos Marrano name 

• Ramos nom Juif  

• Nome Judaico Ramos 

• Ramos Heraldica 

• Ramos Heraldry 

• Ramos famosos 

• Famous Ramos Family 

• Origenes de la famlia Ramos 

• Origins of the Ramos Family 

• Origens Da Familia Ramos 

 



Check for forums on a specific name:  
“ Foro apellido Ramos “ Below a print screen from 

http://lastnames.genoom.com/es/apellido/Ramos/Portugal/Foros+
de+Salvaterra 

 



Using the word FORO will yield a treasure trove of 
information.The search here was for “Foro Apellido 
Ramos” 



Facebook as an excellent forum 
Below a Print Screen of a facebook search for 
“Apellido Ramos” 



In the records of www.familysearch.org you can find specific 
collections to overseas churches. Below an example from the 
Church in Costa Rica where I was able to find records going back 
to the 1600’s for my paternal grandmother Dora Paez 

 



Researching in  
www.tarbut Sefarad.com 

 



WWW.SEPHARDICANCESTRY.COM 



www.sephardicancestry.com 
 A unique Source for 

Spanish Archives 



Locations of the Permanent 
Locations of the Inquisition Tribunals 

 Below is a list of the Tribunals in Spain 

 Cordoba 1482                     Cuenca 1489 

 Granada 1526                     Las Palmas ( Canary Islands) 1505 

 Llerena 1485                       Logrono 1512 

 Murcia 1488                       Santiago de Compostela 1574 

 Seville 1482                        Toledo 1485 

 Valladolid 1488                   Majorca 1488 

 Barcelona 1484                   Zaragoza 1482 

 Valencia   1482                     

Below is a list of the Tribunals in Portugal 

 Coimbra  1541                    Evora 1536 

 Goa        1560                      Lisbon 1536 

 Lamego  1541                     Porto 1536 

 Tomar     1536 

 



http://pares.mcu.es  is the National Archive in 

Spain with digitized information 

 



A search for the name Ramos in 
Pares between 1400 and 1500 



Torre Do Tombo are the digitized files in Portugal for 
Inquisition Records  clicking on PESQUISAS 
http://ttonline.dgarq.gov.pt/ 

 



Torre do Tombo Search using Ramos name 
yields Inquisition records for my family 

 



Actual Information on Inquisitiom 
Process 

 



1. Trial against Maria Rodrigues  

1559-10-25 to 1561-03-16. Folios: 53  

Birthplace and residence: Miranda do Douro  

50 years old. Widow. Cônjuge: Domingos Henriques  

2. Trial against Catarina Álvares  

1557-05-29 to 1560-07-09. Folios: 71  

Birthplace and residence: Miranda do Douro 

23 years old [b.a. 1533-1534]. Viúva. Cônjuge: Duarte de Chaves, legista 

3. Trial against Margarida Fernandes  

1542-03-11 to 1542-08-14. Folios: 21  

Birthplace: Miranda do Douro 

Age: 80 anos [perhaps 90 years]. Widow. [She had at least two children 

: Antonio Fernández, in Zamora, and Luis in Miranda]. 

4. Trial against Lourenço Rodrigues  

1560-05-02 to 1560-10-06. Folios: 18  

Birthplace: Miranda do Douro. Residence: Villalcampo, Zamora, Castela, Espanha 

Sapateiro, 30 years old [b.a. 1529/1530]. 

Parents: Francisco Coelho and Catarina Rodrigues [parents also of María Roiz] 

5. Trial against Diogo Mendes  

1558-03-02 to 1559-09-24. Folios: 97  

Age: 64 anos [b.a. 1493]. Job: tabelião (notary) 

Birthplace and residence: Miranda do Douro  

Civil state: married. Wife: Isabel Pereira  

Actual Court Cases against my Family from Torre Do Tombo 



Actual Process from Torre Do 
Tombo Files  

 



My family Tree showing some of the 
Inquisition Processes in Dark Green 



The End 


